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The paper attempts to quantify the impact of the scholarly publishing activity of Dr. Eugene Garfield, the founder and
Chairman Emeritus of the Institute for Scientific Information, the father of citation indexing of academic literature. In the
project the most current version of the Web of Science system was used with five of its component databases. It provides the
most comprehensive, but still not complete, set of cited reference enhanced bibliographic records for Garfield’s journal
articles, conference papers, reviews, essays, commentaries, letters to the editors, and for the 6,500 citations that his
publications received, and could be credited to a matching record in the master file of Web of Science. The paper also
analyzes the effect of the fact that his books, book chapters, technical reports are not considered in calculating the impact
measures reported by the informative Citation Report module of Web of Science, and the consequences of the
approximately 7,000 “stray” and “orphan” references received by all his works that would more than double Garfield’s
traditionally measured impact factor, the average rate of citations per publication, for his entire ouvre. There is a short
discussion about improvements that should be made in the citation matching algorithm that –in his case- distorts the
distribution of citations among his more than 1,000 essays and commentaries in Current Contents, Current Comments and
The Scientist for reason of an exceptional bibliographic and chronological-numerical designation pattern. Suggestions are
made to make the browsing, searching, sorting, and processing of the reference entries and cited reference counts in the
separate index file of cited references of Web of Science, which in his case amount to a combination of more than 13,300
matching, orphan and stray references in the more than 3,300 reference entries to his publications that were cited at least
once.

Introduction
The 85th birthday of Eugene Garfield, provides yet
another opportunity to pay homage to his intellect,
influence and inspiration. Ten years ago more than 30
of the most respected scientists, practitioners and
educators who worked with and/or used extensively
Eugene Garfield’s citation indexes and several other
unique databases in various incarnations, teamed up
to publish The Web of Knowledge: A Festschrift in
Honor of Eugene Garfield1, whom I consider to be a
contemporary renaissance man, a visionary, an
indefatigable researcher, and a fabulous story teller.
Time and again I have re-read many of the papers in
the Festschrift2-13. It was the most appropriate
birthday present to him (and to his friends, colleagues,
and disciples) to celebrate the festive event both in
content and format as the relatively seldom used
general material designator (GMD) of the AngloAmerican Cataloging Rules indicated in the subtitle.
It was not merely a book of 565 pages with 26
substantial, thought and emotion provoking articles,
but indeed a superb manifest of festive scholarly
writing, a bouquet of academic contributions that
don’t wilt - written for the special occasion,
competently edited (arranged in flower-shop lingo) by
Blaise Cronin and Helen Barsky Atkins, and

published (gift wrapped and delivered) on time by
Tom Hogan, the founder and president of Information
Today, Inc. to thousands of friends and readers of
Gene Garfield at Hogan’s usually very reasonably set
$50 price (that was lower than ordering two articles of
similar caliber from academic publishers or through
document delivery services with restricted usage
stipulations).
Five years ago, for Garfield’s 80th birthday, I had the
privilege to be the humble part14 of another
outstanding team led by the leading Indian
scientometrician, Subbiah Arunachalam as special
editor, whose works I often used in my research15-20,
to publish a special section of Current Science.
This was followed by an invitation to be a
contributor to the special booklet appendix of The
Scientist, with a short divertimento piece - to pay
homage to Garfield’s humanist side21 through his
writings, not (directly) associated with science, but
related to global human issues with links to 38 such
essays of Garfield from the open access version
that bears the correct spelling of my name
<< http://www2.hawaii.edu/~jacso/extra/80/.
The invitation to write for the special issue of Annals
of Library and Information Studies on the occasion of
Garfield’s 85th birthday was irresistible, and a good
excuse to immerse again into his articles, editorials,
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Fig. 1 — Garfield’s personal profile page in Scopus

commentaries, and essays. I could not re-read all of
his 1,500+ publications, but browsed through a great
many of them, as well as our e-mail correspondence.
It is topping on the cake that writing a personal,
subjective tribute I may have some liberty of style
instead of being forced to use the studied scholarly
style that Garfield himself so perfectly and
consistently avoided.
As a warm-up for this project, I also reminisced about
our personal meetings and discussions on those
occasions when he stopped over in Hawaii for a day
or two on his way to Novosibirsk or Seoul, to work
with the next generation of researchers and software
developers on HistCite (his unique citation analysis
software), or to do a conference keynote speech, and
to gracing my students and me with a guest lecture or
just “talking story” as they say in Hawaii. One of his
most appealing traits is that he can talk story and
write about the most complicated science issues as
well as the most mundane topics in a way that appeals

to a very wide audience from undergraduate students
to senior professors and researchers.
For this paper, I decided to try to give a tangible,
reproducible account of his impact through various
impact indicators that are automatically reported or
can be calculated from the Web of Science database.
Scopus was not an appropriate alternative in spite of
its many remarkable, state of the art interface and
software features, because it had master records for
only a very small, 13-14% subset of his papers, and
citations merely from 1996 onward, which obviously
has a very distorting effect on a scholar’s performance
who started publishing and get cited more than four
decades before 1996.
Google Scholar had a much broader coverage of his
writings, but it is limited to showing 1,000 records,
and it still has serious problems with essential issues
(phantom author names, publication years and
citations) that are critical for quantitative evaluation
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of publishing performance and impact22. Not even the
intelligent third-party programs can help in this
regard, except for spotting them more easily through
compensating for the lack of elementary features in
Google Scholar such as sorting the results correctly
by times cited and by several other data elements,
marking and transferring records for further
processing.
WoS was tested for this project from February to midJune, 2010. The hit count for Garfield’s papers has
not changed, but the number of citations, and thus the
indicators
involving
citations
did
increase
continuously. Doing such an analysis is like nailing a
jelly to the wall. This explains why some of the
indicator values are slightly different on different
screenshots or in the text. When necessary, I will
indicate when the search was made. One may wonder
why this research was important when there is
ResearcherID, a useful software tool for Web of
Science users to learn about much of the information
that I tried to compile and analyze. Well, while our
scores in terms of the basic indicators (total papers
published, total citations received, average citations
per paper, and the h-index) are almost identical, there
are very significant differences in those metrics that
offer a refined view of the impact of Garfield as

mirrored by the citing authors, journals, institutional
and country affiliations.
In addition, my numbers from the same WoS database
show the results for the entire population of citations
that match master records, while ResearcherID shows
only the purportedly top 20 most citing authors,
journals, painting quite a different picture from the
same data source. I am not saying that ResarcherID’s
rank lists and scores are not correct, but its
appropriate interpretation needs further information.
While the basic metrics are obviously calculated from
the WoS master records in the entire database based
on the bibliography of Garfield as of April 2008, the
citation analyses seem to be based only on a subset of
the citing papers that matched his master records in
WoS. It is clear from the total citations chart on the
next figure that specifically mentions that the past 20
years data are shown, there is no similar explanation
for the analysis of citing papers by top 20 authors,
institutions, countries, subject area, sources, etc.
Garfield’s ResearcherID badge
Eugene Garfield’s own ResearcherID badge tells a lot
(but not all) about his scholarly productivity and
impact. It is generated from the Web of Science

Fig. 2 — Garfield’s ResearcherID badge on May 8, 2010
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Fig. 3 — Garfield’s ResearcherID badge on June 13, 2010

database (WoS) which is far the most comprehensive,
measurable, and verifiable inventory of the papers he
published and of the citations his works received and
could be matched with and attributed to master
records in WoS.
I looked up the badge again the day before closing
this manuscript in mid-June, to see changes since a
good month before. The number of publications still
seems 10 records short of what is available in the
most complete edition of WoS- both in terms of the
components, and of the time span.
I used the combination of the three traditional Citation
Indexes (Science, Social Sciences, Arts &
Humanities) as well as the recently introduced
Conference Proceedings Indexes, without any time
limitations or other filters, such as document type,
language.
The overlap between the components (when, for
example, a journal is covered in more than one of the

databases) are automatically eliminated by WoS. The
two chemical databases of Thomson-Reuters (Current
Chemical Reactions and Index Chemicus) were not
included as there are no master records in them
related to Garfield’s publications. I repeatedly ran
several of the queries in WoS from February to midJune, 2010. The only remarkable change was that the
number of citations received kept increasing, due to
new citations from papers published in 2010, reaching
6,491 by mid-June (and 6,501 by June 18), when the
manuscript was finalized.
This pace of increase is quite remarkable because
there are many researchers who do not receive as
many new citations to their entire scholarly publishing
ouvre even throughout a year.
Then again, Garfield’s publishing productivity has
been exceptionally high. I did not reproduce all the
spreadsheets and charts in the process, because the
minor changes throughout the 4-month test period did
not modify the essential publishing indicators, and
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Figure 4. Excerpt from Garfield’s Citation Report in WoS on June 13, 2010 The WoS Citation Report also shows (optionally) the
citations to Garfield’s work for his entire publishing time span as shown in Figure 5. The citation chart also shows an unusual
pattern to be discussed later.

Fig. 5 — Citations received by Garfield since 1955

yielded only minute changes in some of the citedness
ratios.

The Citation Report generated on the same day when
the ResearcherID badge was updated, shows 21
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The reason for this is that not all of his publications
have a master record in WoS, and many of the
citations received by his works are inaccurate and/or
incomplete, and thus are not accounted for, let alone
credited to the appropriate master record even if there
is one for the cited work. The very imperfect cited
referencing of many of the scholarly authors
(including this very author), and the maddeningly
complicated variations of citation styles, makes any
citation-based evaluation just an approximation at
best.

additional citations because no time limit was applied
as opposed to the indicators collected for the
ResearcherID, which apparently ignored 10
publications with master records that WoS did count.
I could identify 5 of them which were created for
Garfield’s most recent papers that were apparently not
added to the bibliography which is the basis in
ResearcherID to collect the data. I could not identify
(yet) the other five records available in my set but not
in ResearcherID. Not even these 10 records justify the
differences between ResearcherID and my findings
when it comes to the list and rank order of the citing
authors, journals, affiliations.

Garfield’s publication profile

However, not even the Web of Science product which
grew out from Garfield’s innovative, much
appreciated and criticized and widely used three
citation indexing databases for the Sciences, Social
Sciences, and Arts and Humanities, can provide full
account of his publishing productivity and impact.

Eugene Garfield with more than 1,500 publications
has been one of the most productive (if not the most
productive) authors among those whose publications
have an entry among the 47.7 million records making
up the WoS database as of mid-June, 2010. True,
there seems to be several hundred authors with an

Fig. 6 — WoS Citation Report with key productivity and impact indicators
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order of magnitude higher hit counts, but behind the
identical last name, first and middle initial(s), there
are tens or even hundreds of different researchers,
such as those among the 20,000+ “club” members,
like the Y Zhangs, J Zhangs, J Wangs, T Suzukis, J
Lis, or the 10,000+ club’s members, like the Y Lius,
K Tanakas, J Lees, JH Kims, F Nakamuras, A
Kumars, I Guptas. Beyond the Chinese, Japanese,
Korean and Indian researchers, there are hundreds of
researchers from Europe, and North America in the
5,000+ club that are undistinguishable because of the
same last name and first (and even middle) initials,
such as the A Smithes, R Smithes, R Willamses, J
Martins, or M Mullers (WoS records have no
accented and other special characters), and close to
3,000 other homonyms.
Using subject categories alleviates the serious
problem of homonymity, especially as in WoS 99.5%
of the records have at least one subject category
assigned – a far better completeness rate than in
Scopus and especially in Google Scholar. However,
on the average there are 1.9 broad subject categories
assigned per items for Garfield’s works, which
broadens the scope, and the chance of overlap
between two or more authors with the same last name
and initial(s). Author affiliation as an additional
distinguisher attribute may also help, but this data
element are not available in 26% of the WoS records
again a better rate than in Scopus. Google Scholar
does not offer a field-specific searchable index by
affiliation.

Fortunately, there is only one author in the WoS
database with the exact last name-first name
combination Garfield, E (1,537 times, and once as
Garfield.E), and all records are about items published
by “our” Eugene Garfield.
Publishing 1,538 papers in 56 years between 1954 and
2009 (the most recent year he published a paper as of
mid-June, 2010), indicates very intense writing publishing on the average nearly 28 papers per year.
In addition, he was the solo author of 96% of the
papers which is increasingly important considering
many of his multidisciplinary papers, and the growing
motivation to include more authors, and sometimes
“honorary authors” because of the commonly applied
whole counting system, that gives credit to every
author as opposed to the fractional system, where
publications/citations are divided by the number of
co-authors.
He had one co-author for 41 papers, two for 14
papers, three for 3 papers, and four for 6 papers.
Exceptionally, he was a member of a team of 7-9
authors in four articles.
Actually, he wrote more than 1,538 papers, but some
were never published, such as the Machine Methods
in Indexing, The Mechanization of Indexing, both in
1952, or the Librarian versus Documentalist,
submitted to Special Libraries in 1953 (which did not
publish it).

Fig. 7 — Master records for Garfield’s publications in the WoS database
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For several of his other papers published, there are no
master records in WoS because it did not cover the
journal, such as The Chemical Bulletin that published
Garfield’s paper on Citation Indexes – New Path to
Scientific Knowledge in 1956, or Chemical &
Engineering News (until 1967) that had several
contributions by Garfield before 1967.
The same is true for some conference papers, such as
the one on A Unified Index to Science, a substantial
paper published in the Proceedings of the
International Conference on Scientific Information in
1959. There are no records for many of his letters to
the editor written in the 1950s and 1960s.
Coverage of his papers becomes more complete from
1968 onward, reaching the zenith in the late 1980s
and early 1990s when his yearly publications
exceeded 70 papers per year. The only lasting and
significant omissions are his book and book chapters,
which are still not covered as source documents,
therefore they don’t have master records to attach the
fairly large number of citations (close to a thousand)
received by them, and are ignored in the generation of
the Citation Report’s metrics.
Overall, the graph shows a telling scholarly
publishing pattern, starting a little earlier than usual,
before age 30, when he published a seminal paper
about citation indexing, then rising continuously,
followed by a consistent, and unusually high
publication rate/year of about 60 items, then rising
further to and staying at the 75 papers/year rate. This
was followed by a decline at age 65 (when many
others retire) for about 3 years at a still very
impressive 45 items/year phase (not exactly a lull),
followed by a 20-items/year period for four years,
then a 5-6 items per year phase, reduced to occasional
papers in the past five years, when very few
researchers would have the interest and/or ability to
read, let alone to write.
Source base
As for the sources of publications, Current Contents
has far the most of Garfield’s papers. It includes 1,066
of his essays, commentaries, and other editorials
(nearly 70% of all his publications), while of the
discipline-specific editions of the Current Contents
family, such as Life Sciences, Clinical Medicine,
Social Behavior, Physical, Chemical & Earth
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Sciences, Engineering Technology & Applied
Sciences, only the Life Sciences edition has records
for his papers, but for 89 of them.
The second largest source is The Scientist which has
139 (9%) of his publications. The Journal of the
American Society for Information Science &
Technology (including its two preceding titles) is the
third largest source for Garfield’s publication with a
total of 19 papers.
There is a remarkable cluster of highly respected
journals where he has published 9-13 papers. These
include Journal of Information Science, Journal of
Chemical Documentation, Nature, Science and
Scientometrics.
The next group also includes a number of high
ranking medical, chemistry and engineering serials
with 4-5 of his papers, such as Annals of Internal
Medicine, British Medical Journal, Current Science,
Journal of the American Medical Association, the
Canadian Medical Association Journal, IEEE
Transactions on Professional Communications,
ChemTech, the Journal of Chemical Information and
Computer Science, Journal of Documentation,
Proceedings of the ASIS(T) Annual Meeting. There
are more than 95 other journals and conference
proceedings that have published 1-3 of his papers.
Subject areas
The wide subject domain of source journals that
published Garfield’s papers indicate both the interest
in and relevance of his research about citation
indexing and analysis, citation-based searching, as
well as measuring the influence and impact of
journals for the readership of a variety of academic
journals in different disciplinary areas.
Of course, his Journal Impact Factor has been a
controversial issue, and some of the citations to his
papers about the impact factor, express disagreement
with or reservation about the concept and/or its
implementation, including two of my own earlier
publications23, 24. However, many of the critical
references should be directed to those who misuse the
journal impact factor for purposes that it was not
meant to be used for - in spite of Garfield strong
warning against this practice25,26,27.
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Fig. 8 — Excerpts from the list of journals where Garfield published

It is natural that the breadths of subject areas show the
same interdisciplinary spectrum as the journals
because journals are assigned to subject areas, not to
individual papers for WoS records. It is to be noted
that 9 of the 59 subject categories to which Garfield’s
papers were assigned, have the qualifier
multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary added to the
discipline, such as Chemistry, Interdisciplinary. It is
also telling that the two most prominent subject areas
of the journals where Garfield published belong to the
broad Multidisciplinary Sciences category, and the
one of Social Sciences, Interdisciplinary. Another,
indirect, indicator is the fact that while records
(actually journals) are assigned to 1.37 subject
categories across the entire database, in case of
Garfield, records of the journals that published his
papers were assigned to 1.90 subject categories. True,
in most of the categories, there are only one or two
records for his papers, the width of the spectrum is
remarkable.

Document types
The types of documents published also show a
wide variety. More than half of them are articles, and
the three other document types (proceedings paper,
review and note) that belong to the “citable”
documents category make up together 54.4 % of his
publications that have a master record. The note type
(used for short communications) is very low, but the
reason for it may be that the use of this document type
was stopped in 1997. It is another question, that many
of the other, “non-citable” document types, especially,
his 571 editorial materials (37.2%), did get cited,
some very highly cited (that turned out from my
analysis to be ill-attributed to some of his other
papers, and ill-calculated from the perspective of the
h-index and the ration of cited vs uncited papers, as
will be discussed later.
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Fig. 9 — Subject areas of journals that published Garfield’s papers

Fig. 10 — Document types of Garfield’s papers

Garfield’s impact profile

readily available from the curriculum vitae of the
applicants, and easy to verify. The number of citations
received has not been such a widely used criterion for
several reasons. One of the reasons was that
calculating the number of citations required access to
the predecessors of the Web of Science database in
print, CD-ROM or online formats.

The number of publications of research and teaching
faculty and academic librarians has been one of the
most important criteria in decisions related to tenure,
promotion, and grant applications for decades. It was

Only select research centers and universities could
afford the expense of the digital versions, and the
number of highly skilled searchers who had enough
experience with the advanced, and not user-friendly

It is also worth noting that there are 16 items in the
Biographical item, and Item about an individual
categories – illustrating well that he has given credit
to those he has worked with, or who had strong
influence on him directly or indirectly.
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search mode of the expensive Dialog, STN, and
DataStar systems that made available significant part
of the ISI Citation Indexes were few and far between.
The CD-ROM version also required considerable
skills for accurate results, and several yearly
cumulative editions for the coverage of the required
time span.
The print versions of the citation indexes were quite
time consuming to use. Launching of the Web of
Science database brought some essential change in the
late 1990s and early 2000s, by offering user-friendly
interface of some of the search and output features.
The real breakthrough was the introduction of the
Citation Report feature to WoS a few years ago. This
exceptionally good and very practical feature
automatically generates the quintessential metrics
about the publishing productivity and the citedness of
the publications of individuals, research groups,
journals as long as the number of documents in the set
to be analyzed does not exceed 10,000 records, the
limit set by the developers of the Citation Report
feature.
This limit is not a problem for the evaluation of the
publishing profile of individuals as even the most
published individuals are way below the 10,000 limit.
It may be a problem for department level evaluation
(but that can be avoided by aggregating individuallevel data), and journals, unless a relatively short
period is used.
The publish, get cited or perish era
There is clearly a tendency to move away from the
evaluation based on the publish-or-perish mantra in
evaluating the productivity and influence of
researchers to the more complex, combined measures
of the publish-get-cited-or-perish mentality. This is
understandable for research faculty and staff, but not
for applicants whose primary forte should be the
quality of teaching and service.
The Citation Report includes the total number of
citations received by all the items in the result list.
Creating the appropriate result list still requires
careful browsing of name indexes and defensive
search strategy, which contemplates and handles the
problems of homonyms, inconsistent use of a single
or multiple middle initials, hyphens and other special
characters in the last name.

Fortunately, in the case of Eugene Garfield, there are
no such concerns as he has been using a single first
and last name, and –in the WoS database- there are no
other researchers with a first name starting with the
letter E, so the query Garfield E retrieves only records
for Eugene Garfield as an author or co-author. This is
not the case for the functionally same query in Scopus
and Google Scholar even when exact matching is
specified. Their results still include records for papers
that were written by RE Garfield, AE Garfield, EN
Garfield and a dozen other authors whose first and/or
middle initials include the letter E – even if the query
is put in between quotation marks.
The Citation Report provides aggregate citation
statistics for the search results. The total number of
citations include all citations received by the papers of
the author – as long as the cited reference matches
exactly not only the format of the specified author’s
initial(s) and last name, but the bibliographic details
of the publication, specifically the name of the
journal, its volume number, the year of publication,
and the starting page number of the cited document.
Any difference would make the reference a “stray
citation” This is not a term that you would find in the
literature, neither is its counterpart, “orphan citation”
so they are explained and illustrated in two papers28,29,
and are discussed and illustrated only shortly here.
Figure 11 shows an excerpt from the cited reference
index list of WoS with valid and stray references to
Eugene Garfield’s publications.
The first entry shows a stray reference as it is
incomplete not having a starting page number that is
required for identifying a specific publication. The
second and third entries are valid, they could be
matched against the record for two short editorials
that could be matched to a master record. The third
one is a stray reference because it misses the volume
number, and adds an invalid identifier after the
journal name because all the data elements. The fifth
one is also a stray reference because the journal is
spelled in the reference as Scientists, i.e. in the plural
format. The reference to a book or any other
documents that has no master records becomes an
orphan citation, no matter how complete and perfect
is the reference in every regards. This happens to the
most cited publication of Garfield, to the book about
Citation Indexing that was cited more than 900 times
in sources covered by WoS, but all of them become
orphan references because of the lack of a master
record.
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Fig. 11 — Excerpt from the Cited Reference Index

The consequence of this is that such citations are
ignored in calculating the total citations received by
the individual items. They are also ignored in
calculating the cumulative total which is created by
summing up the citations received by each paper
represented by the by the bibliographic master record.
This has serious implication for almost all of the
metrics reported in the Citation Report, that will be
discussed below. Suffice it to state here, that all the
numbers and indicators in this paper are based –unless
explicitly mentioned- on citations that exactly match
the above mentioned bibliographic details that appear
in the master record created for the papers of Eugene
Garfield.
In cases where the master record contains an error,
such as a misspelled last name, initial(s), publication
year, volume, and starting page number, all the
correct citing references will be ignored, and the
master record would not show any correct citations
received by the paper. If there is no master record for
a paper in WoS for whatever reason, the cited
reference becomes an orphan (or orphaned)
reference/citation, and is ignored in computing the
citations received by the paper, its author, the author’s
institution and country. Even with these limitations,
the metrics are very informative, but they are deflated
- to different extent.

Garfield’s realistic impact factor and citedness
rate
Eugene Garfield’s total number of citations received
to his 1,538 publications as reported by WoS was
6,491 (from 4,031 papers) as of mid-June – including
self citations. This yields an average of 4.22 citations
per paper published.
The dispersion of the citations, of course is very high.
Seemingly, 305 papers (20% of his publications)
gathered all the citations, in other words 80% of his
works appears to have remained uncited.
However, this is not the case. This citedness rate is
based only on those references that exactly matched
the master records by last name, initial, publication
year, volume number and starting page number.
The reality is that there are about 7,000 additional
references to Garfield’s works in publications covered
by WoS. However, these are stray or orphan
references that could not be credited by the citation
matching algorithm to the master record of the work
because of the non-exact match, or because the
publication did not have a record in the master file to
gather the citation(s) received. It would require an
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Fig. 12 — Single item is awarded all the citations received by any of the papers in a given year between 1973 and 1988.

arduous work for a skilled information professional,
familiar with Garfield’s works to pair up those stray
(inaccurate and/or incomplete) references with the
master records, and to create pseudo master records
for the orphan citations to gather the references that
cite the specific work.
Still, at the broad level, this means that Garfield
received nearly 13,500 citations for his ouvre.
Considering that some of his journal and conference
publications don’t have a master record, and none of
his books, and book chapters have, although they are
cited, some of them very highly, his average citedness
rate would more than double to 8.65 citations if the
total number of his published works is estimated to be
around 1,560 items.
The ratio of his cited versus uncited works would also
raise significantly, because the stray and orphan
references are likely to cite works that were in the
group of uncited publications, uncited that is by
perfectly matching references. This can be only

guesstimated because a large portion of those 7,000
stray and orphan references is assumed to cite works
which have been already in the group of publications
that were cited at least once by perfectly matching
references.
Even if the orphan and stray references are ignored,
the absolute number of citations received is
remarkably higher than those of the top researchers in
Garfield’s central search areas: citation analysis,
citation-based searching, bibliometrics, scientometrics
and informetrics.
A special case for mismatching
There is another, presumably unique reason that the
ratio of Garfield’s cited vs uncited publications is
likely to improve significantly. I presume that this
case is unique because there is hardly any other author
who would have published papers for decades in the
same journal starting on the same page year after
year.
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This is the case for a large majority of his editorial
essays, short articles and commentaries published in
Current Contents. Most of these items started on page
3 or page 5. The author and journal name were always
the same. The publication year remained the same
within a year. The titles of the papers of course, were
different, but this field is not used in citation
matching. There was issue number but no volume
number in the records created in WoS for items taken
from Current Contents.
However, for citation matching the volume number is
used. Here is a sample result list for the 52 papers of
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Garfield in the 1980 volume of Current Contents
sorted by times cited to illustrate how the display
format of the records look like, and how a single
paper in a given year is credited with all (or
sometimes almost all) of the citations received in the
specific yearly volume, irrespective of the actually
cited paper.
How could the editorial about the new building of the
Institute for Scientific Information gather so many
citations, but the 51 other items about the much more
likely citable topics of preventive medicine, the
British Library, lactose intolerance, ulcer, leprosy,

Fig. 13 — Mis-credited citation to an unrelated editorial due to citation mis-match by the software
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cluster mapping, citation amnesia, dyslexia, or
citation pattern of botany journals not a single
citation? The answer is erroneous citation matching.

Here is a current example when a paper published in
April 2010, purportedly and unlikely cited the New
Building, New Year editorial

Fig. 14 — The hijacked reference

Fig. 15 — Citations received by subject category according to ResearchID
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In this case it was easy to corroborate the citation
mismatching error by looking up the open access
document that clearly shows what was the really cited
editorial

items from 20 vs 80 to almost 70 to 30 in my very
preliminary estimate.

The same or very similar symptom can be seen for all
the volumes between 1973 and 1988, distorting the
citedness of several hundred papers, but not since
1989. Why? Because from 1989 the issue number
which could be the distinguishing data element for the
citation matching (but it is not the one that is used) is
entered in the volume field, which is an element in the
citation matching.

Not surprisingly, papers discussing information and
library science issues cite far the most often
Garfield’s papers both according to the ResearchID
graph, and the WoS matrix. But the ranking of the
citations by subject categories is quite different
between the two. Again, it is not only the rank orders
that differ but also the number of citing articles, quite
significantly in spite of the minimal differences
between the overall similarity of the basic indicator
values of the two methods.

This not muck raking. There are about thousand
papers of Garfield that are potentially deprived from
one or more citations. Redistributing the citations
using the same trick as apparently was used since
1989 would give credit where credit is due, and would
dramatically increase, the ratio of cited versus uncited

Citings by subject areas

In my test papers published in Information and
Library Science journals cited Garfield the most
extensively, followed by journals in two computer
science categories.

Fig. 16 — Citations received by subject category according to my test
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Impact by citing sources
This chart reinforces the findings by the subject
categories distribution of citations at the journal
article, review and proceedings level. It clearly shows
not only the dominance but also the variety of
information and library sources, and more importantly
the strong presence of many of the most influential,
highest impact factor periodicals of the discipline.
Citing authors
The impact of Garfield’s works is well illustrated by
the number of authors who cited him. Obviously,
Garfield himself must be excluded from the list even
if in WoS, in the Journal Citation Reports, and in
other special compilations, self-citations are not
disregarded.
Of the 4,031 citing articles, 925 were authored or coauthored by Garfield, representing a reasonable 23%
self-citation rate, but I removed self citations from all
the sets.

The remaining 3,077 papers were authored or
coauthored by about 4,200 researchers (yielding a
1.36 author per paper rate). Although there are 4,255
author names citing Eugene Garfield works in WoS,
some are corporate names, some are identified as
[ANON] for anonymous contributions, and several
are different variations and punctuations of the same
author.
The list includes the most respected scientometricians
(both active and now retired ones) as the highest citers
of Garfield (Jan Vlachy , Loet Leydersdorff, Ronald
Rousseau, Henry Small, Anthony Cawkell, Henk
Moed, Ron Kostoff, Francis Narin, Schubert Andras,
Braun Tibor, Wolfgang Glanzel, Kathy McCain, Mike
Thelwall, Michel Zitt, Juan Campanario, Hans-Dieter
Daniel, Lutz Bornmann, Blaise Cronin, Charles
Oppenheim, Matthew Falagas, Birger Hjorland, Felix
de Moya-Anegon, and Concepcion Wilson to name
some of those who cited Garfield at least in 10 papers,
(and whose papers I have used often to learn about
bibliometrics) . Moya-Anegon would appear much

Fig. 17 — Periodicals that most often cite the works of Garfield
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Fig. 18 — Teaching and research faculty members most often citing Garfield

higher on the list, but 10 of his papers are assigned to
Felix de Moya-Anegon, and 8 to Felix Moya-Anegon,
the same researcher.

he future generations of scientometricians also appear
on the list, including the most promising ones, such as
Lokman Meho, and Paul Wouters.

The next category of top citers are also widely known
specialists. The list clearly shows a perfect mix of the
past, current and future generations of leading
scientometricians. Some researchers cited Garfield
“only” 3-5 times like Maurice Line, Gerard Salton
Robert Merton, Steve Harnad to name a few, but their
citations would count more than the average (if WoS
would use a weighting algorithm in calculating
citations and impact factors) as they were and are key
figures in library and information science and
computer science, respectively. Representatives of the

Once again, many Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch,
Belgian, German, Italian, and French scientometricians appear with different name formats in
WoS, that’s why the reported total number of authors,
and the listed top 100 ones should not be taken at face
value.
Very strangely, the ResearherID badge of Garfield
reports much lower article numbers next to the name
of the researchers citing Garfield, and some names are
entirely left out that no time span limitation or other
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Fig. 19 — Top 20 citing authors of Garfield’s papers in ResearcherID

search filter can explain. It is unfathomable how
Narin, Cronin, Schubert, Braun, Glanzel did not make
it to the top 20 list of Garfield citers in ResearchID.
Creating the top list based on the citations of only the
past ten or twenty years does not explain the
differences.

Citings by Institutional Affiliation
There are 1,647 institutions whose authors have cited
Eugene Garfield’s works. The real number is
somewhat less for reasons explained below, but even
a 1,500 institutional base is large enough to indicate
the worldwide reach and impact of Garfield.
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It must be borne in mind that about 12% of the
records have no institutional affiliations. In light of
the top author lists produced directly from WoS, it is
no surprise that the institutes with the best
scientometric research centers and most influential
experts are leading the list of affiliations most often
citing Garfield.
They are informally referred to as the Bloomington,
Philly,
Copenhagen,
Granada,
Budapest,
Leiden/Leuven (or Flemish) groups, and have much
higher representation than the list would imply,
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because of the scattering of organizational affiliation
names due to name changes, spelling and abbreviation
differences, such as Inst Sci Informat (30) vs Inst Sci
Information (11), Leiden Univ (26) vs Univ Leiden
(9), Hungarian Acad Sci (23) vs Hungarian Acad Sci
Lib (9) vs Lib Hungarian Acad Sci. It must be also
emphasized that not all the records have information
about the authors affiliation, which is made clear in
this chart of ResearchID. From my set 386 records
(about 12.5% of all the citing papers excluding self
citations) had no author affiliation.

Fig. 20 — Top 20 Institutional affiliations of authors most citing Garfield according to ResearcherID
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Once again, there are remarkable differences between
the two charts in terms of the ranking and the hit
counts of the institutions.

monographic series such as Lecture Notes of
Computer Science (LNCS) covered by WoS, but not
monographs, or chapters from edited books.

Citing country affiliation

ResearcherID clearly indicates that 71 papers had no
country affiliation in its set. In my set, country data
was available for all but 16 records, a very significant
difference considering that I had a set of 3,113 items –
excluding self-citations. Spain’s high ranking is not
surprising as the country has launched a very
promising inter-university cooperation initiative that
apparently motivated and helped researchers to do
many co-operative research project and publish them
in high ranking, English language journals.

The list of country affiliation of authors citing
Garfield’s publications looks like the itinerary of 80
Days Around the World. There are authors from more
than 70 countries, (depending on how formerly
separate but now united, and formerly united but now
separate countries are counted, like Germany and
Czechoslovakia) who have cited one or more of
Garfield’s papers at least once. Of course, these only
represent the journals, conference proceedings, and

Fig. 21 — Institutions citing Garfield’s paper the most often
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Citing papers by language
The language of 91% the citing papers is English.
This is no surprise as the vast majority of citers are
from the U.S., U.K., Canada, and Australia. There are
citers also from countries where English is an official
language. In addition, it is well known and Garfield
repeatedly emphasized30-32 that English is the lingua
franca of science, so anyone who does research of
international interest must learn to publish in English,
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no matter how painful it is for us, ESL authors,
Language was available in all the records in my set.
Spanish and German are the dominant languages of
the non-English publications that cite Garfield,
representing 28% and 24%, respectively. French and
Russian make up 13 and 14%, and Japanese, Czech
and Portuguese, make 7, 5 and 3% of the non-English
subset of the citing publications.

Fig. 22 — Distribution of citations received by Garfield by country according to ResearcherID
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Fig. 23 — Distribution of citations received by Garfield according to ResearcherID
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Garfield’s h-index
The most favored single number indicator these days
is the h-index and one or more of its derivative(s). It
is indeed a potentially useful indicator reflecting both
the productivity and the citedness of the researcher.
Eugene Garfield has a h-index of 35 as reported by
WoS both directly in my test and through
ResearcherID, in mid-June, 2010. This is far the
highest h-index in the field of information and library
science, the primary target audience and citing group
of Garfield. It reflects his scholarly stature very well.
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The most striking aspect of his scholarly impact is the
cumulative number of citing publications that rose to
4,038 the day I submitted my manuscript. I tried to
express this progress in the cumulative chart in Fig.
25. The increase in 2007 of the total number of
articles that cited his papers that year from 148 to 214,
clearly indicates the renewed interest in his original
idea about the impact factor in light of the emergence
of similar indicators. At this pace it is quite possible
that his yearly citedness by the end of 2010 will reach
a new record exceeding 250 citing papers per year.
Add to this the fact that many of the citing articles cite
more than one of his publications in a single paper.

Fig. 24 — Distribution of papers citing Garfield by language

Fig. 25 — Cumulative number of publications citing Garfield’s publications
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Fig. 26 — Cumulative number of publications citing Garfield’s publications - without self citation

True this figure includes self-citations but it is at a
very reasonable rate at slightly above 20%, which is
common at his productivity level. Even without selfcitation he has been cited by 3,113 papers of other
authors. Considering the typical multiple authorship
rate, once again this is just a baseline for appreciating
his impact.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The very tangible rise of his influence is gratifying to
see in his 55th year of publishing. Yes, it can be made
even more gratifying if WoS would cover more
sources, and would facilitate to add the stray and
orphan references to master records, but even in its
current format it provides an unparalleled resource for
measuring the long term impact of an outstanding
scientist and educator who shaped the thinking of
many others for five decades. In case of Eugene
Garfield, his philanthropy – along with his
renaissance life style and work style, has added much
to the scholarly impact, and I salute him on his 85th
birthday, wishing good health and more citations.
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